Workers are becoming more distributed, security solutions are increasingly complex, device management challenges arise from the sprawl, and employee retention can hinge on users having a premium experience with their devices. The right tools are necessary to keep up with the speed of evolution in the modern workplace. Join Insight for a personalized Boot Camp on Windows® 10 devices, where one of our industry experts will discuss how these modern tools can benefit your administrators and end users while aligning with your current technology roadmap.

What will the boot camp cover?
This industry expert-led session gives your organization the opportunity to discuss and gain an understanding of the modern workplace and premium user experiences at no cost.

What will you learn?
- An understanding of the modern workplace in today’s organizations
- Why modern devices across all user profiles are needed for a premium experience
- How Modern Security with Windows 10 devices and Microsoft software services can enhance your environment
- Microsoft’s Modern Management approach
- Precise roadmap scenarios based on your organization’s current environment and desired outcomes

Time commitment
Your personalized session will last approximately 90 minutes.

About Insight
At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter. We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create meaningful experiences.